NORTH WEST PRECINCT
Project delivery: 2014 | External Partners: Jackson Clements Burrows (JCB), MGS Architects, Outlines, Lendlease, DCWC, ANLC,
Arup, SKM - S2FF, Marshall Day, in collaboration with Monash University
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The recipient of multiple State and National design awards, the North West Precinct is
an exemplar of precinct based, masterplan-informed approaches to campus planning
and design. Described by the Australian Institute of Architects as, “a matter of careful
addition and subtraction, what one might call successful architectural surgery”, the
precinct encompasses three revitalised buildings and a reinvigorated public realm.
Alterations to existing buildings opened up new landscapes, walkways and building
forecourts delivering an open and accessible public realm. Vibrant informal learning
hubs and an integrated forecourt to Green Chemical Futures accentuate one of the
campus’s busiest intersections. The intersection is reinforced with a formal gesture
of folding concrete canopies which offer access to upper levels while allowing for
moments of congregation, observation and contemplation. Steel shades and coloured
fins provide solar protection and enhance existing structural rhythms. Within upper
levels, the traditional central corridor and perimeter office have been subverted to create
a series of centrally located offices, meeting rooms and support spaces flanked by sunlit
corridors.
An landmark artwork entitled ‘Built unbuilt unbuildable’ (2015) by James Angus
references a C60 molecule - a nod to adjoining research and learning activities.

Location
North West Precinct, Clayton Campus

Blackburn Road
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Awards

Wellington Road

AIA Victorian Architecture Awards Joseph Reed Award for
Urban Design 2015
AIA National Architecture Awards Urban Design Award 2015
AIA Victorian Architecture Awards Educational Architecture

Images
1 Tree-lined primary walks and artwork by James Angus.
Photo by Andrew Lloyd.
2 Incision into 1960s building linking the building into an
intimate courtyard. Image courtesy of JCB Architects.
3 Improvement to the facade of the 1960s building. Image
courtesy of JCB Architects.
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